Educational Objectives
At the completion of this DVD CME series, subscribers should be able to:
• Assess MR images in patients with internal derangements of peripheral joints.
• Articulate the anatomic features fundamental to accurate interpretation of the MR imaging findings in these disorders.
• Formulate a reasonable differential diagnostic list and be able to identify the most likely diagnosis.

Scientific Sponsor
Educational Symposia

Accreditation
Physicians: Educational Symposia is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians. Educational Symposia designates this enduring material for a maximum of 24.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Credits awarded for this enduring activity are designated “SA-CME” by the American Board of Radiology (ABR) and qualify toward fulfilling requirements for Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Part II: Lifelong Learning and Self-assessment.

Technologists: No Category A CE credit is available for this series.

All DVD course participants are required to pass a written or online test with a minimum score of 70% in order to be awarded credit. (Exam materials, if ordered, will be sent with your DVD order.) All DVD course participants will also have the opportunity to critically evaluate the program as it relates to practice relevance and educational objectives.

About This DVD Activity
This DVD teaching activity is a concentrated and comprehensive update of basic and advanced principles related to MR imaging in the assessment of internal derangements of joints. Essential anatomy, physiology, and pathology are used as the foundation for understanding MR imaging findings in disorders of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand, hip, knee, ankle and foot. When suitable, MR imaging findings are compared to those derived from alternative imaging methods.

Target Audience
The target audience is practicing radiologists, orthopaedic surgeons, rheumatologists, and other physicians interested in musculoskeletal disorders.

Licensees may claim credit for these programs up to one year after September 14, 2011. This DVD series was planned and produced in accordance with the ACCME Essential Areas and Elements.

Faculty
Evelyne A. Fliszar, M.D.
Associate Professor of Radiology
University of California, San Diego

Mini N. Pathria, M.D.
Professor of Radiology
University of California, San Diego

Donald L. Resnick, M.D.
Professor of Radiology
University of California, San Diego

Faculty & topics subject to change.
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ORDER ONLINE AND SAVE
For every dollar spent through Educational Symposiums website an ESI POINT is earned. Use points towards future meeting registrations or DVD orders. Visit www.edusymp.com and click on the Help Center tab to learn more and sign up to start earning ESI POINTS Today!

CANCELLATION POLICY
If you are not satisfied with your purchase, you may return your purchase (or any portion of your purchase) within 15 days of purchase. You must return a DVD for the portion that is returned at no cost. You are responsible for all return shipping charges. If you are returning one volume, you must return the entire volume. If you are returning multiple volumes, you must return each volume. You are responsible for all return shipping charges. Please return to:
Educational Symposia
Attention: Returns
5620 West Sligh Avenue
Tampa, FL 33611
www.edusymp.com
For refunds or exchanges, a $125.00 processing fee applies to each enclosed volume. Please return all volumes together to receive the full $125.00 processing fee.
For international orders (excluding Canada or Mexico), add 175 for shipping and handling. If you are returning/cancelling multiple DVD series, please note the $125.00 processing fee applies to each volume being returned. If your request is received within 15 days of receipt, you will be refunded the total amount of your purchase, less the $125.00 processing fee.

MULTIPLE CME SUBSCRIPTIONS
For international orders (excluding Canada or Mexico), add 175 for shipping and handling. If you are returning/cancelling multiple DVD series, please note the $125.00 processing fee applies to each volume being returned. If your request is received within 15 days of receipt, you will be refunded the total amount of your purchase, less the $125.00 processing fee.

DVD CME PACKS
Educational Symposiums are committed to ensuring ongoing education for our customers. Subscriptions of use DVD CME packs allow for a simple way to share a DVD Training Activity. We intend and expect CD-Rs to be offered on a reasonable price.

DVD CME Pack includes:
• One CME application and test
• One DVD teaching activity
• DVD teaching activity

Here’s how it works: Order the initial pack as full price or as a DVD CME Pack as needed at a significantly reduced price. It really is that simple!

Educational Symposium Innovations DVD CME PACKS allow each participating physician to purchase either set of DVDs. A personal CD-R is printed to make it a practical alternative to “springing in” to meet for new DVD.

Each DVD CME Pack contains:
• An NPI application and test
• One DVD teaching activity

For an in-depth analysis on the subject, Syllabus is included in the purchase price but not included in the DVD CME pack.

See order form to order a DVD CME Pack for this topic. To order a DVD CME Pack for a previously purchased DVD training activity, visit us online at www.edusymp.com or call toll-free (800) 338-5901.

MULTIPLE CME SUBSCRIPTIONS
For international orders (excluding Canada or Mexico), add 175 for shipping and handling. If you are returning/cancelling multiple DVD series, please note the $125.00 processing fee applies to each volume being returned. If your request is received within 15 days of receipt, you will be refunded the total amount of your purchase, less the $125.00 processing fee.
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ORDER ONLINE AND SAVE
For every dollar spent through Educational Symposium’s website or EDISON is earned. Use points toward future meetings or special rates on DVD orders. Visit www.edusymp.com and click on the Help Panel to learn more and sign up to start earning EDISON Points Today!

DVD CME Packs
Educational Symposiums continually explore new ways to better serve our customers. Subscribers of use DVD CME trading activity are entitled for a simple way to shop a DVD Trading Activity. We intend and set planned to offer the DVD CME Pack.

Here's how it works. Once the initial order for an entire set is placed, each package is designed to offer the DVD CME Pack. A personal fee is associated with the two-day event is included at a significantly reduced price. It is truly a simple thing!

Educational Symposium innovative DVD CME Packs allow each participating physician to purchase the entire set of DVDs. A personal fee is associated with the two-day event is included at a significantly reduced price. It is truly a simple thing!

Each DVD CME Pack contains:
- One CME application and test
- One DVD, complete with the full day's' worth of lectures
- One DVD, complete with the two-day event is included at a significantly reduced price. It is truly a simple thing!

For orders shipped to Canada add $75 for shipping

For international orders (excluding Canada or Mexico), add

Visit us online at www.edusymp.com and learn more about our DVD CME Packs. 813-806-1001

CME Application | Critique | Test Package Online.

Purchase and Submit Your
CME Application | Critique | Test Package Online.

We Accept